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Abstract

Experimental work in underwater acoustic communications using passive phase conjugation has shown that the 
demodulation error depends on the relative drift rate between the source and receiver [Rouseff et al., IEEE J. Oceanic 

Eng. 26, 821-831 (2001)]. The observed effect involves the mismatch between the initial impulse response and the 
subsequent response after the source or receiver has changed locations. In the present work, the effect of drifting 
source is analyzed by numerical simulations and compared to the experimental results. The communications bit error 
rate is qualified as a function of drift rate, drifting direction, and source-receiver range.
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I. Introduction

A new method of coherent underwater acoustic communication 

system has been proposed[l]. It reduces efficiently the ISI (Inter 
Symbol Interference) due to the multipath fading if the temporal 

or spatial variation of channel is not severe. It is called as the 
passive phase conjugation (PPC) underwater acoustic 
communication since a demodulation of a digitally modulated 
data stream sign끼 adopts the PPC process in which the probe 
signal is used on behalf of the time-reversal propagation. The 
passive phase-conjugate process on underwater communication, 
which mimics the matched signal processing, and its 
compensation mechanism of the multipath propagation had been 

studied originally by Dowling[2].
However, the proposed method has limited performance due to 

the underwater acoustic channel physics which includes
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background noise, time and spatial-varying fluctuation between 
source and receiver, and source/receiver motion. Resulting natures 
in communication are expressed as time spread and Doppler 
spread. The general intitutive characteristics of the channel 

physics is well explained in the underwater acoustic 
communication review article[3] and the diversity technique in 
underwater communication is proposed[3-5].

The diversity processing based on PPC technique in this study, 

is based on the matched signal processing by the ocean. The 

Parvulescu presented extensive and qualitative results about the 
matched signal processing by the ocean[6]. He had shown that its 
temporal stability is not as severe as its spatial stability and the 
spatial stability depends on both the horizontal and the vertical 
displacement. His study is based on the signal of a 400Hz 
bandwidth centred at 600Hz which is far less than that of the 
underwater acoustic communication in which the carrier 
frequency is order of several to tens KKH乙

Other experimental work of matched signal processing was 
conducted to examine the temporal and spatial stability of a 
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time-reversal mirror (or phase conjugate array process)[7-8]. The 
array span with respect to the water column and the spatial and 
temporal side lobe natures are addressed. Temporal changes in 
the medium due to surface waves and internal waves does not 
degrade much the focus if the average Green's function is not 
severely reduced by these time variations. However, the spatial 
displacement of source-receiver range induces more effect on 
vertical focal region.

In this study, the effect on the bit error due to relative drift 
between source and receiver is studied by numerical simulations. 
The mismatch between the initial probe response and the 

subsequent response after the source or receiver displacement is 

evaluated by the coherence of the matched signal of the probe 
response and the coherence is functioned to the bit error.

II. Theory

Fig. 1 shows the experimental geometry to address the bit error 

characteristics due to a drifting source in PPC process underwater 
acoustic communication. The source transmits information to the 
distant receiver array. The procedxire starts by sending a short 
pi*obe pulse which is one of the basis signal of the digitally 
modulated signal and waits fbr the channel to be clear of 
multipath arrivals, and then sends the signals corresponding to 
the data stream[l]. The source is assumed to approach to the 

receive array during the data transmission due to the current, 
wind or platform's moving. Therefore, the PPC processing using 
the initial probe pulse response has the mismatch effect on the 
coherent sum of the PPC process which gives the coherence 
degrade and corresponding temporal main lobe decrease. Doppler 

spread can also be included since the relative motion between the 
source and the receive array. We ignore the Doppler spread since 
ve assigned the relative motion to be the slow fading by

Fig. 1. Experimental configuration for source drifting effect on PPC 
process underwater communication.

considering the baseband signal bandwidth is much greater than 
the Doppler spread. In order word, the channel of our interest is 
a frequency selective slow fading in which the coherence 
bandwidth due to the multipath is narrower than the baseband 
signal bandwidth.

In order to figure out this nature of the coherence degrade due 

to the source motion, and its effect on BPSK(Binary Phase Shift 
Keying) communication, we first consider the basis signal of the 

digitally modulated signa as the probe signal. It is given as

p(t) = cos(2<Z)(l - cos(2^/ 7；)) ? 0<t<7； ⑴

where £ and L are carrier frequency and bit interval 

respectively. Considering only discrete multipath, the channel 

impulse response of 7 th receiver element is given as

恤= ) ⑵

where, is the amplitude of the received signal of the Rth 

path normalized by the amplitude of the direct path signal(^=l) 
and Tik is the difference in time of arrival between the direct 

path signal and reflected path signal. Therefore, the probe 
response signal rP^ at 7th receiver element is given as

K
rpi(t) = M * 恥=£a*p(t-Tit)

k=\ B

(3) shows the multiple probe signals weighted by the aik. 
Output of probe signal PPC process or autocorrelation of probe 
response signal is given as

x(0 = %。) * g(T =〈心 * A-0} * 世0 * AH)}

=、£人应Rpp(f)+ £ £am,Rpp(tf f)
間 毎尸 (4)

where Rg is autocorrelation of the probe signal and 

(知—以2)is time difference between two different path signals. 
The first term of bracket is the sum of the multipath amplitude 

squares defined as main lobe amplitude and the second term is a 
group of cross product of two different multipaths amplitude 

defined as side lobe. It has been known that the random 
distribution of multipath which means different time values of 
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each 爲一们*2), guarantees the smaller side lobes than the main 

lobe. If each k爲亠弓先丨 is larger than the L then the channel will 

be frequency selective fading. In order word, the channel delay 

spread is quite larger than the signal interval. If the channel is 
very much irregular in channel physics, then we obtain a large 
main lobe to side lobe ratio. In order to increase the main lobe 
under limited number of multipaths, we 나se the all M array 
elements signals to get spatial diversity gain. The sum of all M 
PPC processes is given as

MM'

/=i i=\
M K M K K

k=l i=\ 击=1 Jtj=t (5)

If receiver array element multpath distribution is independent 

of each order then we obtain gain of M.
This is summary of existing PPC process considering the fixed 

source and fixed receiver in their position with the negligible 
temporal variation of channel impulse response. Considering 
source moving from its initial position, the PPC process or the 

cross correlation of the initial probe response and its matched 

signal, version of displaced source position probe response at /th 
receiver is given as

yM = rjf) = {/KO * A-0) * (4(0 * A'(-0}

K K K ,
=2：(%皿')&用("夜一瑟)+ £• £a监aik：Rpp(t+们坎一玦)
4 粮 E (6)

where the prime denotes the matched signal version of the 
displaced source position. As shown (6), the main lobe is widen 
and its amplitude shows destructive or constructive interference 
but is always less than that of initial position since {Tik~Tik) is 

not equal to zero. The sum of all M array elements 
crosscorrelation is given as '

£=1
M K , M K K , .

=Z £(°皿)M+n*)+£ -%')
岗妇 由録/T (7)

II
Therefore, if each element multpath distribution is ihdependent 

of each order the smeared main lobe amplitude is still increased 
by M.

We apply (1)-(7) to the BPSK information sequence signal 
which is given as

旳 ior—l (8)

Therefore the received signal of information sequence signal at 

/th receiver element is

IM = AO *&(f) = (£ W-n「) * 비、t) 
n 丿

and we apply the PPC process using the probe response signal 

X0* A(0 then

fyM = (£ LpU— 효T ) * 九(f) * p(-t) * h^- t)
n

={£4支(％*)以兩(『財;)+ £ f支％/，*」-(r+诳一以2一成；)}

” 心 " :以/디 (10)

Likewise, the sum of all output of information sequence signal 
PPC process or autocorrelation of information sequence signal is 

given as

M
Txo=£w) 

i=\
M K

/-I n k=\
M K K

+£ £ ££"必，，(心,l，/主) e

j=l n k2=\ (11)

As shown in (10)-(ll), the second term in each equation shows 
ISI since after and before side lobes of other infbnnation 

sequence signals are summed in present information signal's main 
lobe. As mentioned, if side lobes are distributed randomly, their 
effect on ISI will be small. Finally, the sum of all M array 
elements cross correlation of source moving case is given as

M K '
，&(')= £ £L£(%ka*、)Rpp(、t+ 以-玖-nL) 

i=\ n i=l
M K K

+ £ Z Z#쎠L也 F) g 

n &늬 先 =[
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In (12) fbr the moving source, the main lobe of present 
information signal will be widen in time scale and show 
destructive or constructive interference but its magnitude will be 

always less than that of initial position since (，板一侦)is not 

equal to zero. In the correlation demodulation scheme, the one bit 

interval of PPC process signal 〃(。((仃 Zk(0) is correlated with 

probe signal and this gives the Euclidean distance d© between 
the information sequence +1 and -1 as

宀｛2肝S泸 (13)

where E denotes the energy of one bit information signal. The 

ccrrelation coefficient % between ZX0 and A0 in one bit 

interval is defined as The 0•妒 is

%=壽늠仿0(財
泪占o (14)

where, Eh and EP denote the energy of MA and M and 

since 顼。(or Zk(0) is always been distorted by side lobe 

signals, therefore k시 is less than 1 so that d© is decreased in 

signal space. Therefore the bit error increases under additive 
white gaussian noise channel. In next section, bit error 
아】aracteristics fbr moving source which is based on the 
correlation coefficient analysis, will be given.

III. Experimental results

Examination of bit error characteristics due to a drifting source 
was simulated numerically considering the PPC process 
communication experiment in the Puget Sound near Seattle May 
8-12, 2000. The water depth, receiver array length, array element 
spacing, source-receiver horizontal range and bottom topography 
are not exactly same as with real experimental condition. The 
carrier frequency and the transmission rate are also changed but 
are same order as real experimental condition.

3J. Environmental conditions in PPC process 
underwater communication

The water depth is assumed to be as 40-60m and surface and 

bottom reflection coefficient are assumed to be -0.8 and 0.6, 
respectively. The number of receiver array elements and element 
spacing in numerical simulation, are 7 and 4m, re叩ectively 
which gives the same size of array length but twice in element 
spacing to the sea trial receiver array. We used 14 receiver 
elements and 2m spacing in the sea trial.

The number of reflection paths are assumed to be seven 
including direct path even if there are more than 10 discrete 
multipaths in sea trial as shown in Fig. 2. The measured and the 
simulated probe responses are shown by the order of 
corresponding array element. Both are not exactly coincident 
since the bathymetry and the channel physics are not same but 
the overall characteristic with discrete multipaths agrees well each 
other.

Fig. 3 shows one of the sea trial demodulation remits and the 
simulation res마t to confirm the performance of PPC process 

underwater communication under without source drifting. The sea 
trial demodulation result is obtained fbr a varying bathymetry 

with an average depth of about 40m and the simulation result fbr 
a constant depth of 40m. Source/receiver range and SNR are the 

same as 1600m and 8.1dB fbr both cases. A mark corresponds 
to a transmitted 'one' while a positive mark to a transmitted 

'zero'. Successful communication is possible and the variances of 
both cases are consistent with each other.

Fig. 2, Probe signal response along each element in receiver array. 
Right sid으 shows that of the simulation result corresponding 
to the sea trial.

Fig. 3. Performance of the PPC process underwater communication. 
Sea trial an허 simulation results are well agreed with each 
other and show s니ccessf니I comm니nication
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3.2. Bit error characteristics due to a drifting 
source

Fig. 4 shows one of the demodulation results for drifting 

source in sea trial. The water depth and the initial source/receiver 
range were 60m and 1500m, respectively and SNR was 11.8dB. 

As time elapsed, distance between +1 and -1 is decreased, so that 
information signal will be more susceptible to the background 
noise.

We analyzed this phenomenon by correlation coefficient 
between the PPC process signal of probe response at initial 
source position, (5) and that at moved source position, (7). The 
decrease of this correlation coefficient will give a smaller main 
lobe in information signal resulting smaller Euclidean distance 
d® in (14). Fig. 5 아lows the correlation coefficient with respect 
to drifting distance for two different given initial source/receiver 
ranges. At short source/receiver range, the correlation changes 
more rapidly than at long range and induces more rapid variation 
of correlation.

Fig. 6 is the corresponding bit error characteristics. 
Demodulation output is analysed in Im range step with 200 

information data signal. As shown, correlation degrade matches 
with the demodulation output characteristics i.e. the bit error 
nature.

Comparing Fig. 5 to Fig. 6, Correlation agrees well with the 
bit error characteristics. Exact degrde rate can be obtained by 

assessing the Euclidean distance d© substituting the correlation 

coefficients in Fig. 5 to (13). For reference, 0.7 of correlation 
coefficient gives about one half of Euclidean distance The 
sea trial result of Fig. 4 corresponds to right hand side in Fig. 6. 
Both agrees well each other in general trend such that the 
demodulation output is degraded with drifting distance increase. 
However, demodulation output of the sea trial is worse than that 
of the sim미ation. This may be due to the drifting rate error, 
source/receiver positioning error or source displacement in 
vertical direction. It has been known that the spatial displacement 
of source-receiver range induces more effect on vertical focal 
region[7-8].
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IV. Conclusions

A qualitative description of the effect of drifting source on 

PPC process BPSK underwater acoustic communication has been 
presented. The bit error rate is qualified as a function of drift rate 
and source-receiver range. We analyzed the bit error by 
correlation coefficient between the PPC process signal of probe 
response at initial source position and that at moved source 
position. The increase of source drifting distance induces the 
decrease of the correlation coefficient and results in smaller 
Euclidean distance in demodulation signal space. The correlation 
degrade by source drifting agrees well with the bit error rate and 
the distant source/receiver range gives slower change of bit error 

variation than short source/receiver range with the same source 
drifting rate.

The sea trial and simulation results agree well each other in 
general trend such that the demodulation output is degraded with 
drifting distance increase. However, demodulation output of the 
sea trial is worse than that of the simulation due to the drifting 
rate error or source/receiver positioning error.

drifting.

击ifting distance(m) 

source/receiver range ：150Qn
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